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Americas near international borders.
This clustering of protected habitats, including
national parks and conservation areas, makes
many iconic, wide-ranging animals—lynx, grizzlies,
jaguars, tapirs and scarlet macaws among
them—physically dependent on good relations
between neighboring countries and wildlife-friendly
borders.

A lynx takes an afternoon stroll in northwestern
Washington. Credit: WSU

Resembling an overgrown house cat with blacktipped ears and a stubby tail, the Canada lynx, a
native of North America, teeters on the brink of
extinction in the U.S. The few lynx that now roam
parts of Washington and the mountainous
Northwest survive largely because of a network of
protected landscapes that crosses the
U.S.-Canada border.

"Because protected areas are more common near
international boundaries, cooperation across
borders will be key to maintaining large, connected,
resilient protected areas for biodiversity
conservation," Thornton said. "And because border
regions are so important in this regard, anything
that negatively impacts transboundary cooperation
between countries or the ability of animals to move
across borders—such as increased security and
border structures—could be very problematic for
species conservation."
Cross-border cooperation needed to mitigate
climate change, other threats

In addition to politically charged border security
measures, climate change and other large-scale
landscape alterations pose serious threats to
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Connectivity of protected areas is especially
important for animals to be able to adjust to habitat
loss and fragmentation or to shift their ranges as
climate changes, the researchers said. Maintaining
these landscape networks will grow increasingly
critical where forest depletion is taking a toll.
For example, a cross-boundary approach to
managing protected areas could be especially
beneficial in the highly threatened Dry/Wet Chaco
ecoregion bordering Argentina, Paraguay and
Bolivia. Rapid deforestation there is dividing
habitats, causing negative impacts on numerous
species.
Although international conservation efforts are
relatively rare in the Americas, transboundary
protected areas are expanding globally, leading to
more integrated and large-scale conservation
projects among neighboring countries, the
researchers said. They noted additional benefits
from these projects include promoting climate
change resilience, sustainable development across
borders, cooperative resource management and
peace.
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